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App. Civ. II, 5,34f. 

 

Text Übersetzung: 

(Horace White) 

[34] The war had now been begun on both sides and already openly declared. The Senate, 

thinking that Cæsar's army would be slow in arriving from Gaul and that he would not rush into 

so great an adventure with a small force, directed Pompey to assemble 130,000 Italian soldiers, 

chiefly veterans who had had experience in war, and to recruit as many able-bodied men as 

possible from the neighboring provinces. They voted him for the war all the money in the public 

treasury at once, and their own private fortunes in addition if they should be needed for the pay 

of the soldiers. With the fury of party rage they levied additional contributions on the allied 

cities, which they collected with the greatest possible haste. Cæsar had sent messengers to bring 

his own army, but as he was accustomed to rely upon the terror caused by the celerity and 

audacity of his movements, rather than on the magnitude of his preparations, he decided to take 

the aggressive in this great war with his 5000 men and to anticipate the enemy by seizing the 

advantageous positions in Italy.  

[35] Accordingly, he sent forward some centurions with a few of his bravest troops in peaceful 

garb to go inside the walls of Ariminum and take it by surprise. This was the first town in Italy 

after leaving Cisalpine Gaul. Toward evening Cæsar himself rose from a banquet on a plea of 

indisposition, leaving some friends who were still feasting. He mounted his chariot and drove 

toward Ariminum, his cavalry following at a short distance. When his course brought him to the 

river Rubicon, which forms the boundary line of Italy, he stopped and, while gazing at the 

stream, revolved in his mind the evils that might result from his crossing it with arms. 

Recovering himself he said to those who were present, "My friends, stopping here will be the 

beginning of sorrows for me; crossing over will be such for all mankind." Thereupon, he crossed 

with a rush like one inspired, uttering the common phrase, "Let the die be cast." Then he 

resumed his hasty journey and took possession of Ariminum about daybreak, advanced beyond 

it, stationed guards at the commanding positions, and, either by force or by kindness, mastered 

all whom he fell in with. As is usual in cases of panic, there was flight and migration from all the 

country-side in disorder and tears, the people having no exact knowledge, but thinking that 

Cæsar had arrived with an army of boundless strength.  

 


